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Principal’s Corner
It is a matter of deep appreciation that the
Department of Education is publishing their
departmental Newsletter for the 1st quarters
of 2019. The Newsletter speaks itself about the
achievements, participation and presentation
of the teachers and students of the department.
I, on behalf of the college, express sincere
thanks to the editor of the issue, Prof Sumita
Chatterjee for her tireless endeavour. I wish

all success of the issue and hope for the
next issue in time.
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“education is not preparation for life; Education is life itself”---John Dewey
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Teacher’s Achievements/Participation

Prof Arghadip Paul
participated in the Orientation
Programme in Lucknow
University from 1.3.19 to 31.3.19

Prof SumitaChatterjee
participated in the ICT
workshop in
bBharabGangulyCollege .

The third day of the NSS camp began with the NSS song. Later on

Prof Sumita Chatterjee

volunteers participated in sramdaan by cleaning the gardens of the

participated and presented paper in

Mahavidyalaya. SumitaChaterjee presented a paper on Digital India ,

Viswabharati .

MOOCS Swayam .

On January 15, Tuesday 2019, Yuva Divas was organized by Extension cell and NSS Unit of the college a rally was
organized from college premises to adopted village Christian Para.NSS celebrated National Youth Day.
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“true knowledge is not attained by thinking .it is what you are; it is what you become” ---
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The students of department of education participated in the grooming workshop sponsored by Gillate ,Roshnarakhatun
from Dept of Education was awarded 1st prize

Prof Sumita Chatterjee ,Ratna Natuya and Susmita Sau
participated in the seminar in Presidency University.

BDO Minakha and Principal Dr S.Biswas distributed
Kanyasree certificates to the students

The Students of the departments participated in college sports and
University level sports

The students of the department participated in the seminar. on
ICT

j
The students of Education participated in NSS special camp Sulata Bar and Mahitosh Gayen received best NSS
volunteer award from programme co-ordinater W.B.S.U DR. Pronaam Dhar .
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“the future depends on what we do in the present” --- Mahatma Gandhi
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The departmental students participated in maan ki baat enthusiastically , listening to some good thoughts and value
oriented lectures of P.M. and interacted also.

Library day
for sem -3
students was
organized by
Prof Sumita
Chatterjee .

Dear readers ,
Enlightening the universe with technology and innovation is “Prajwalam” it‟s a
Sanskrit word which means, “to ignite”.t‟s an old custom in Indian culture to
ignite a „Deepak‟ as a sign of goodness whenever we start something new. This
is because aflame always rises and shows us the path in darkness. Prajwalam
symbolizes that the students will rise up and touch the zenith. It will be a
torchbearer for other and will enlighten the path to end darkness that still prevails
in the society. Prajwalam will be a good luck charm for this institute, its
scholars, its faculty, and most importantly, the nation.
EDITOR
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